We ensure your doors
are in good health

Complete entrance solutions
for Healthcare
Experience a safer
and more open world

Energy-saving entrance solutions

Your care is our care

In the long run, every penny wasted on your
building’s unnecessary energy consumption, is a
lost opportunity to reinvest in your facility and the
people who need it the most.

In healthcare environments, everything matters. From the quality of your care,
the capability of your staff, or the accessibility of your building, no detail is too
small to be considered. ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems entrance automation
portfolio and service offer can help provide a welcoming and functional
environment for your patients, staff and visitors.
Expertise when it matters most

Full range for your entrance needs

While the need for quality healthcare is
universal, the needs of its providers are not.
From hospitals and clinics to rehabilitation
centers and homes for the elderly, entrance
requirements differ both inside and out.
That’s what makes a complete partner like
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems so valuable.
Our recommendations are tailored to your
requirements.

From automatic doors for your main entrance,
overhead sectional doors for your ambulance
and loading areas, or high-performance doors
with fast opening and closing speeds, we have
a door to suit your needs. We also provide
comprehensive maintenance and regular
inspections on your existing equipment to
keep it operating in top condition. Trust your
entrance automation needs to ASSA ABLOY
Entrance Systems to make a crucial difference
when seconds count.

Your major benefits
Market-leading brands and a complete
portfolio in entrance automation
Convenience in people and goods flow
Energy savings with ’Automatically Green
Solutions’
Repairs and maintenance programs
Modernization of older entrances

Additionals
Supporting peaceful recovery, which is why
our automated entrances operate in silence
Ensuring unauthorized visitors and
personnel cannot access
Safe-guarding patients’ privacy in wards
Staying one step ahead of unnecessary
touching and inconvenient opening
by ensuring entrance automation
throughout the premises
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Our solutions include

When every minute counts and people turn to you in their
moment of need, your entrances green benefits might not be
the first thing on your mind. So with respect for your facility’s
daily challenges, our entrances automatically incorporate the
optimization of people and goods flow with streamlined energy
consumption.
Tight seal solutions for minimal air infiltration
Directional sensors minimizing unnecessary opening
cycles
Modernization possibilities to re-use and lift existing
entrances to today’s standard
Remote, online maintenance and product information
possibilities
We aim to support our partners in finding the entrance and service solutions that effectively
pair energy-savings with the architect’s own design aspiration.

Swing doors, hermetic doors, revolving
doors, sliding doors, door closers for smooth
people flow
Overhead sectional doors, dock levellers and
dock shelters for efficient goods operations
High-performance clean room doors,
garage doors for emergency entrances

Automatically green advice tools
Your local ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems advisor has access to professional
tools designed to provide our customers with reliable and relevant data for
choosing the entrance products that best suit your specific circumstances and
sustainability needs.
Years of testing, documentation and measurements of our products in different
applications have gone into the development of these energy savings tools
and they are continuously evolving. Local energy costs and environmental
circumstances are taken into account, tailoring the report to each client and
location.

Calculate and compare potential energy and emission savings
using the energy calculator of ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems.

Our advisors can support you on-site in calculating your energy- and emission
savings for your ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems’ automated entrance solutions.
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A perfect solution for every location
Swing door

Hermetic or TightSeal sliding door

Cleanroom high-performance door

Door closers

Automatic swing doors ensure maximum
convenience where space is a factor. Access
control options are easily integrated for

Hermetic sliding doors easily adapted for critical
environments such as operation theatres and
clean rooms. TightSeal offer infection control

The doors smooth cleanable surfaces meet the
stringent requirements of hygienic areas. The
door regulate airflow, minimize contamination

Our door closers are CE marked, EN-standard
products that are ideal for public restrooms
and private apartments needed to suit the

increased security.

solutions to ICU and ward bay areas.

and have enhanced personnel access control.

requirements of those with physical impairments.

Dock levellers and dock shelters
Dock levellers and dock shelters will optimize
your energy- savings and goods flow by tailoring
a complete loading dock solution.

High-performance doors

Revolving door

Sliding door

Overhead sectional door

High speed doors feature incredibly fast speeds
to significantly reduce energy loses and reduce
operator waiting time.

Revolving doors at the main entrances of
hospitals and clinics provide easy accessibility
for all, including people with limited mobility.

Automatic sliding doors and operates
accommodate changes in traffic flow without
compromising safety and energy savings.

Overhead sectional doors are space-saving,
robust and well insulated doors, ideal for
emergency vechicles applications.

To prevent injury, the doors are equipped with
rotation and finger clamp protection.
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We are here to help you meet your business requirements challenges - both
present and future.
Upgrades and modernization
Safety standards and other regulations are
constantly developing, just as the requirements
of healthcare will change over time. We can help
you upgrade or modernize your doors and docking
systems when the need arises, often through
convenient standardized packages.
Our technicians are qualified and able to advise
on a varity of solutions. Not only they can help you
ensure regulatory compliance, they can also inform
you of new innovation and smart new functions.
These can improve your equipment in many areas,
from safety and security to automation and energy
efficency.

Lost energy is one of the key factors lying ’hidden’
behind the opening and closing of your doors.
Anything that saves energy has a positive impact on
your bottom line, as well as on the environment.
Our tight-sealing and well-insulated products
save considerable energy, and our preventive
maintenance can save even more. Ensuring fewer
breakdowns contributes to a more stable interior
climate, which benefits your goods and keeps
energy losses to a minimum.
By sustaining the top performance of your doors
and docking systems, you make your business more
sustainable as well.

Maintenance & Modernization
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems offers a range of maintenance programs fit to your
needs and will be available for you 24/7.
Your entrances are essential for your business
flow and there is every reason to keep them
working well. Our fleet of skilled and certified
service technicians are the heart of our
maintenance programs, dedicated to ensuring
that your entrances operate at optimal
performance at all times, and assisting you in
lifting older installations to today’s standards.

Maintenance programs
Minimizing lost time, lost energy and
unexpected hassle is our team’s constant
objective. If you want to be one step ahead
of break-downs, explore our preventive
maintenance offering and portfolio of
Pro-active care plans.

With an eye on tomorrow’s need
needs
Maintenance and service aren’t about what
you get. They’re about what you avoid: failures,
accidents, losses and unplanned interruptions.
ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems works according to
your needs, with tailored solutions that ensure the
function and availability of your entrances.

Based in all major cities, our well-qualified service
teams are never more than a call away. Choose one
of our three service packages for access to regular,
scheduled maintenance and a comprehensive
inventory of spare parts.

We offer support in:
Optimizing convenience
Increasing energy saving
Improving safety
Enhancing security
Giving your entrance a lift to improve
its general appeal
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ASSA ABLOY is the global leader in access solutions. Every day, we help
billions of people to experience a more open world.
At ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems, we provide solutions for efficient and
safe flow of goods and people. Our offering includes a wide range of
automated pedestrian, industrial and residential doors, loading dock
equipment and services.

Follow us:

Tel: +44 (0) 333 006 3443
sales.uk.entrance@assaabloy.com
assaabloyentrance.co.uk

Please enter ASSA ABLOY Entrance
in the channel’s search field

